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MODELL

DIMENSION

PREIS
DIMENSION

PRICE

VERSAND CODE

FARBESET ENTHÄLT

DELIVERY CODE

COLORSET INCLUDES

BIAL CODE
BIAL CODE

ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY                                                                           

PRODUKT
PRODUCT

TYPE

PASSION SET 450 450 KPL 33011450001 33011450002 33011450003 33011450004

132,00 € 144,80 € 144,80 € 148,20 €

A B B B

MODELL  
TYPE 

A 
(mm)

H/H1 
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

2
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GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS

Price list from the company BIAL d.o.o., Trnoveljska 2G, 
SI-3000 Celje, Slovenia (EU).    
Prices: EXW Bial, loaded on a vehicle, VAT excl.  
Dispatching date; code A: 7 days, code B: 21 days, code C: 45 days 
from order! Packaging: The goods are packed in cardboard and 
labelled according to EU legislation.  
Pallet shipment: EURO pallet prices are not included in the 
prices and are charged separately 9.00 €/Pc. In case of the 
return of the pallets (if suitable for further use) we issue a credit 
note for the same amount. 
Commercial and Shipment are per contract and the “General 
Sales Conditions”
Technical and other information is available at 
www.everythinginplace.eu 

More information on +386 (0)3 4284 780 or via e-mail info@bial.si 
      
       
  
       
  

Preisliste des Unternehmens BIAL d.o.o., Trnoveljska 2G, SI-3000 
Celje, Slowenien (EU).    
Preise: EXW, ab Werk Bial, ohne MwSt   
Lieferzeiten: Code A: 7 Tage, Code B: 21 Tage, Code C 45 Tage. 
Verpackung: Kartonverpackung, etikettiert nach EU-Regeln. 
Palettenlieferung: Paletten sind nicht im Produktpreis inbegriffen. 
Europaletten werden mit 9,00 €/Stck. berechnet. Im Falle der 
Rückgabe von (wiederverwendbaren) Europaletten wird eine 
Gutschrift ausgestellt.    
Verkaufs- und Lieferbedingungen laut Vertrag und “AGB”.  
Technische und andere Informationen finden Sie auf der 
Internetseite www.everythinginplace.eu    
 
Weitere Informationen unter +386 (0)3 4284 780 oder per E-Mail 
unter info@bial.si

       

                                                



MODELL
Type 

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

ALTA MIDD 450 974 PCS 31022450901 31022450902 31022450903 31022450904

450 x 974 111.70 € 140.60 € 140.60 € 147.50 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD 450 1374 PCS 31022451301 31022451302 31022451303 31022451304

450 x 1374 142.00 € 177.80 € 177.80 € 186.10 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD  450 1694 PCS 31022451601 31022451602 31022451603 31022451604

450 x 1694 162.70 € 202.60 € 202.60 € 212.30 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD 600 974 PCS 31022600901 31022600902 31022600903 31022600904

600 x 974 131.00 € 164.00 € 164.00 € 172.30 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD 600 1374 PCS 31022601301 31022601302 31022601303 31022601304

600 x 1374 161.30 € 201.20 € 201.20 € 210.90 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD  600 1694 PCS 31022601601 31022601602 31022601603 31022601604

600 x 1694 184.70 € 230.20 € 230.20 € 241.20 €

A A B B

ALTA MIDD 750 974 PCS 31022750901 31022750902 31022750903 31022750904

750 x 974 143.40 € 179.20 € 179.20 € 188.80 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD 750 1374 PCS 31022751301 31022751302 31022751303 31022751304

750 x 1374 184.70 € 230.20 € 230.20 € 241.20 €

A B B B

ALTA MIDD  750 1694 PCS 31022751601 31022751602 31022751603 31022751604

750 x 1694 212.30 € 264.60 € 264.60 € 278.40 €

A B B B

ALTA   450 974 PCS 31021450901 31021450902 31021450903 31021450904

450 x 974 99.30 € 124.10 € 124.10 € 131.00 €

A B B B

ALTA   450 1374 PCS 31021451301 31021451302 31021451303 31021451304

450 x 1374 128.20 € 159.90 € 159.90 € 168.20 €

A B B B

ALTA   450 1694 PCS 31021451601 31021451602 31021451603 31021451604

450 x 1694 148.90 € 184.70 € 184.70 € 194.30 €

A B B B

ALTA   600 974 PCS 31021600901 31021600902 31021600903 31021600904

600 x 974 118.60 € 147.50 € 147.50 € 154.40 €

A B B B

ALTA   600 1374 PCS 31021601301 31021601302 31021601303 31021601304

600 x 1374 147.50 € 183.30 € 183.30 € 193.00 €

A B B B

ALTA    600 1694 PCS 31021601601 31021601602 31021601603 31021601604

600 x 1694 169.50 € 212.30 € 212.30 € 223.30 €

A A B B

ALTA  MIDD

ALTA  

ROHRHEIZKÖRPER / TUBE RADIATOR 
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MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

ALTA   750 974 PCS 31021750901 31021750902 31021750903 31021750904

750 x 974 131.00 € 164.00 € 164.00 € 172.30 €

A B B B

ALTA   750 1374 PCS 31021751301 31021751302 31021751303 31021751304

750 x 1374 169.50 € 212.30 € 212.30 € 223.30 €

A B B B

ALTA    750 1694 PCS 31021751601 31021751602 31021751603 31021751604

750 x 1694 198.50 € 248.10 € 248.10 € 260.50 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 450 974 PCS 31024450901 31024450902 31024450903 31024450904

450 x 974 133.70 € 166.80 € 166.80 € 175.10 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 450 1374 PCS 31024451301 31024451302 31024451303 31024451304

450 x 1374 151.60 € 188.80 € 188.80 € 198.50 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD  450 1694 PCS 31024451601 31024451602 31024451603 31024451604

450 x 1694 187.50 € 234.30 € 234.30 € 246.70 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 600 974 PCS 31024600901 31024600902 31024600903 31024600904

600 x 974 140.60 € 176.40 € 176.40 € 184.70 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 600 1374 PCS 31024601301 31024601302 31024601303 31024601304

600 x 1374 164,00 € 205.40 € 205.40 € 215,00 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD  600 1694 PCS 31024601601 31024601602 31024601603 31024601604

600 x 1694 205.40 € 256.40 € 256.40 € 268.80 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 750 974 PCS 31024750901 31024750902 31024750903 31024750904

750 x 974 157.10 € 195.70 € 195.70 € 205.40 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD 750 1374 PCS 31024751301 31024751302 31024751303 31024751304

750 x 1374 202.60 € 253.60 € 253.60 € 266.00 €

A B B B

SORA MIDD  750 1694 PCS 31024751601 31024751602 31024751603 31024751604

750 x 1694 235.70 € 293.60 € 293.60 € 308.70 €

A B B B

ROHRHEIZKÖRPER / TUBE RADIATOR 

SORA MIDD
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ROHRHEIZKÖRPER / TUBE RADIATOR 

SORA

MODELL
Type 

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

SORA   450 974 PCS 31023450901 31023450902 31023450903 31023450904

450 x 974 126.80 € 158.50 € 158.50 € 166.80 €

A B B B

SORA   450 1374 PCS 31023451301 31023451302 31023451303 31023451304

450 x 1374 137.80 € 172.30 € 172.30 € 180.60 €

A B B B

SORA   450 1694 PCS 31023451601 31023451602 31023451603 31023451604

450 x 1694 159.90 € 199.90 € 199.90 € 209.50 €

A B B B

SORA   600 974 PCS 31023600901 31023600902 31023600903 31023600904

600 x 974 136.50 € 170.90 € 170.90 € 179.20 €

A B B B

SORA   600 1374 PCS 31023601301 31023601302 31023601303 31023601304

600 x 1374 164.00 € 205.40 € 205.40 € 215,00 €

A B B B

SORA    600 1694 PCS 31023601601 31023601602 31023601603 31023601604

600 x 1694 191.60 € 239.80 € 239.80 € 252.20 €

A B B B

SORA   750 974 PCS 31023750901 31023750902 31023750903 31023750904

750 x 974 150.30 € 187.50 € 187.50 € 197.10 €

A B B B

SORA   750 1374 PCS 31023751301 31023751302 31023751303 31023751304

750 x 1374 179.20 € 223.30 € 223.30 € 234.30 €

A B B B

SORA    750 1694 PCS 31023751601 31023751602 31023751603 31023751604

750 x 1694 221.90 € 277,00 € 277,00 € 290.80 €

A B B B
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DESIGN HEIZKÖRPER / DESIGN RADIATOR 

A100 A200 A300 OVAL

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm)

EM WEISS
white

ANTHRACITE
anthracite

SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

CHROME
chrome

A100 COVER 550 1407 PCS 31029531301 31029531302 31029531303 31029531304 31029531305

530 x 1374 466.50 € 567.90 € 567.90 € 594.90 € 797.70 €

A B B B C

A100 COVER 550 1730 PCS 31029531601 31029531602 31029531603 31029531604 31029531605

530 x 1694 527.30 € 662.50 € 662.50 € 703.10 € 892.40 €

A A B B C

A100 MIRROR 550 1403 PCS 31030531301 31030531302 31030531303 31030531304 31030531305

530 x 1374 513.80 € 608.40 € 608.40 € 662.50 € 892.40 €

B B B B C

A100 MIRROR 550 1723 PCS 31030531601 31030531602 31030531603 31030531604 31030531605

530 x 1694 567.90 € 703.10 € 703.10 € 784.20 € 932.90 €

B B B B C

A100 ZEN 550 1403 PCS 31031531301 31031531302 31031531303 31031531304 31031531305

530 x 1374 513.80 € 608.40 € 608.40 € 662.50 € 892.40 €

B B B B C

A100 ZEN 550 1723 PCS 31031531601 31031531602 31031531603 31031531604 31031531605

530 x 1694 567.90 € 703.10 € 703.10 € 784.20 € 932.90 €

B B B B C

A100 LINES 550 1403 PCS 31032531301 31032531302 31032531303 31032531304 31032531305

530 x 1374 513.80 € 608.40 € 608.40 € 662.50 € 892.40 €

B B B B C

A100 LINES 550 1723 PCS 31032531601 31032531602 31032531603 31032531604 31032531605

530 x 1694 567.90 € 703.10 € 703.10 € 784.20 € 932.90 €

B B B B C
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A300

DESIGN HEIZKÖRPER / DESIGN RADIATOR 

A200 A200 COVER 750 1485 PCS 31005751301 31005751302 31005751303 31005751304

750 x 1374 534.10 € 662.50 € 662.50 € 689.60 €

B B B B

A200 COVER 750 1810 PCS 31005751601 31005751602 31005751603 31005751604

750 x 1694 608.40 € 791.00 € 791.00 € 824.80 €

B B B B

A200 MIRROR 750 1470 PCS 31006751301 31006751302 31006751303 31006751304

750 x 1374 554.40€ 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A200 MIRROR 750 1790 PCS 31006751601 31006751602 31006751603 31006751604

750 x 1694 649.00 € 797.70 € 797.70 € 838.30 €

B B B B

A200 ZEN 750 1470 PCS 31007751301 31007751302 31007751303 31007751304

750 x 1374 554.40 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A200 ZEN 750 1790 PCS 31007751601 31007751602 31007751603 31007751604

750 x 1694 649.00 € 797.70 € 797.70 € 838.30 €

B B B B

A200 LINES 750 1470 PCS 31008751301 31008751302 31008751303 31008751304

750 x 1374 554.40 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A200 LINES 750 1790 PCS 31008751601 31008751602 31008751603 31008751604

750 x 1694 649.00 € 797.70 € 797.70 € 838.30 €

B B B B

A300 COVER 750 1485 PCS 31009751301 31009751302 31009751303 31009751304

750 x 1374 527.30 € 662.50 € 662.50 € 689.60 €

B B B B

A300 COVER 750 1810 PCS 31009751601 31009751602 31009751603 31009751604

750 x 1694 608.40 € 797.70 € 797.70 € 824.80 €

B B B B

A300 MIRROR 750 1470 PCS 31010751301 31010751302 31010751303 31010751304

750 x 1374 554.40 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A300 MIRROR 750 1790 PCS 31010751601 31010751602 31010751603 31010751604

750 x 1694 662.50 € 811.20 € 811.20 € 851.80 €

B B B B

A300 ZEN 750 1470 PCS 31011751301 31011751302 31011751303 31011751304

750 x 1374 554.40 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A300 ZEN 750 1790 PCS 31011751601 31011751602 31011751603 31011751604

750 x 1694 662.50 € 811.20 € 811.20 € 851.80 €

B B B B

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum
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DESIGN HEIZKÖRPER / DESIGN RADIATOR 

OVAL

A300 LINES 750 1470 PCS 31012751301 31012751302 31012751303 31012751304

750 x 1374 554.40 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

B B B B

A300 LINES 750 1790 PCS 31012751601 31012751602 31012751603 31012751604

750 x 1694 662.50 € 811.20 € 811.20 € 851.80 €

B B B B

OVAL COVER 600 1407 PCS 31033601301 31033601302 31033601303 31033601304

600 x 1374 473.20 € 608.40 € 608.40 € 662.50 €

C C C C

OVAL COVER 600 1730 PCS 31033601601 31033601602 31033601603 31033601604

600 x 1694 527.30 € 662.50 € 662.50 € 689.60 €

C C C C

OVAL ZEN 600 1403 PCS 31034601301 31034601302 31034601303 31034601304

600 x 1374 534.10 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

C C C C

OVAL ZEN 600 1723 PCS 31034601601 31034601602 31034601603 31034601604

600 x 1694 581.40 € 743.60 € 743.60 € 797.70 €

C C C C

OVAL LINES  600 1403 PCS 31035601301 31035601302 31035601303 31035601304

600 x 1374 534.10 € 689.60 € 689.60 € 730.10 €

C C C C

OVAL LINES    600 1723 PCS 31035601601 31035601602 31035601603 31035601604

600 x 1694 581.40 € 743.60 € 743.60 € 797.70 €

C C C C

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum
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ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY 

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

PASSION

TRAVEL

SPORT

FAMILY

HOME

PASSION SET 450 450 SET 33011450001 33011450002 33011450003 33011450004

181.90 € 199.50 € 199.50 € 204.30 €

B B B B

PASSION SET 600 600 SET 33011600001 33011600002 33011600003 33011600004

185.60 € 203.00 € 203.00 € 207.90 €

B B B B

PASSION SET 750 750 SET 33011750001 33011750002 33011750003 33011750004

197.70 € 215.20 € 215.20 € 220.00 €

B B B B

TRAVEL SET 450 450 SET 33012450001 33012450002 33012450003 33012450004

180.00 € 197.50 € 197.50 € 202.30 €

B B B B

TRAVEL SET 600 600 SET 33012600001 33012600002 33012600003 33012600004

183.60 € 201.10 € 201.10 € 205.80 €

B B B B

TRAVEL SET 750 750 SET 33012750001 33012750002 33012750003 33012750004

195.80 € 213.20 € 213.20 € 218.00 €

B B B B

SPORT SET 450 450 SET 33013450001 33013450002 33013450003 33013450004

116.00 € 133.50 € 133.50 € 138.10 €

B B B B

SPORT SET 600 600 SET 33013600001 33013600002 33013600003 33013600004

167.10 € 191.30 € 191.30 € 197.50 €

B B B B

SPORT SET 750 750 SET 33013750001 33013750002 33013750003 33013750004

179.30 € 203.40 € 203.40 € 209.60 €

B B B B

FAMILY SET 450 450 SET 33014450001 33014450002 33014450003 33014450004

102.60 € 117.30 € 117.30 € 121.60 €

B B B B

FAMILY SET 600 600 SET 33014600001 33014600002 33014600003 33014600004

107.70 € 122.60 € 122.60 € 126.70 €

B B B B

FAMILY SET 750 750 SET 33014750001 33014750002 33014750003 33014750004

124.70 € 139.40 € 139.40 € 143.70 €

B B B B

HOME SET 450 450 SET 33015450001 33015450002 33015450003 33015450004

68.60 € 81.80 € 81.80 € 82.50 €

A B B B

HOME SET 600 600 SET 33015600001 33015600002 33015600003 33015600004

72.30 € 84.80 € 84.80 € 86.00 €

A B B B

HOME SET 750 750 SET 33015750001 33015750002 33015750003 33015750004

84.40 € 98.60 € 98.60 € 101.70 €

B B B B
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ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY 

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

DUO

ALPIN

RUN

TWO

RAIL S

DUO SET 450 450   SET 33033450001 33033450002 33033450003 33033450004

68.50 € 80.20 € 80.20 € 82.50 €

A B B B

DUO SET 600 600 SET 33033600001 33033600002 33033600003 33033600004

72.00 € 81.80 € 81.80 € 84.80 €

A B B B

DUO SET 750 750 SET 33033750001 33033750002 33033750003 33033750004

81.60 € 92.70 € 92.70 € 95.00 €

B B B B

ALPIN SET 200   SET 33023203201 33023203202 33023203203 33023203204

189.70 € 220.30 € 220.30 € 227.40 €

B B B B

RUN SET 200   SET 33035203201 33035203202 33035203203 33035203204

99.60 € 115.80 € 115.80 € 118.60 €

A B B B

TWO SET 450 450   SET 33032450001 33032450002 33032450003 33032450004

75.30 € 86.60 € 86.60 € 88.20 €

A B B B

TWO SET 600 600 SET 33032600001 33032600002 33032600003 33032600004

78.60 € 90.70 € 90.70 € 92.70 €

A B B B

TWO SET 750 750 SET 33032750001 33032750002 33032750003 33032750004

89.80 € 101.20 € 101.20 € 103.30 €

B B B B

RAIL S SET 450 450  SET 33002450001 33002450002 33002450003 33002450004

43.30 € 49.10 € 49.10 € 50.70 €

A B B B

RAIL S SET 600 600 SET 33002600001 33002600002 33002600003 33002600004

45.20 € 50.70 € 50.70 € 52.40 €

A B B B

RAIL S SET 750 750 SET 33002750001 33002750002 33002750003 33002750004

51.60 € 57.30 € 57.30 € 59.00 €

B B B B
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ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY 

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

SHELF

BOX PASSION

SHELF SET 450 450 SET 33001450001 33001450002 33001450003 33001450004

47.60 € 56.10 € 56.10 € 58.30

A B B B

SHELF SET 600 600 SET 33001600001 33001600002 33001600003 33001600004

50.60 € 59.20 € 59.20 € 61.40 €

A B B B

SHELF SET 750 750 SET 33001750001 33001750002 33001750003 33001750004

60.00 € 68.50 € 68.50 € 70.90 €

B B B B

BOX PASSION SET 425 SET 33005425001 33005425002 33005425003 33005425004

126.00 € 133.50 € 133.50 € 135.50 €

B B B B

BOX TRAVEL SET 425 SET 33006425001 33006425002 33006425003 33006425004

123.80 € 131.30 € 131.30 € 133.20 €

B B B B

BOX TRAVEL
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ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY 

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

AIR

SUNNY

FLOREST

AIR MASK 465 1395 PCS 33016451301 33016451302 33016451303 33016451304

450 x 1374 193.70 € 206.70 € 206.70 € 217.10 €

A B B B

AIR MASK  465 1715 PCS 33016451601 33016451602 33016451603 33016451604

450 x 1694 231.40 € 244.40 € 244.40 € 253.50 €

A B B B

AIR MASK  615 1395 PCS 33016601301 33016601302 33016601303 33016601304

600 x 1374 213.20 € 227.50 € 227.50 € 235.30 €

A B B B

AIR MASK  615 1715 PCS 33016601601 33016601602 33016601603 33016601604

600 x 1694 240.50 € 253.50 € 253.50 € 258.70 €

A B B B

SUNNY MASK 465 1395 PCS 33017451301 33017451302 33017451303

450x1374 332.80 € 435.50 € 435.50 €

B B B

SUNNY 465 1715 PCS 33017451601 33017451602 33017451603

 MASK 450 x 1694 375.70 € 475.80 € 475.80 €

B B B

SUNNY MASK 615 1395 PCS 33017601301 33017601302 33017601303

600 x 1374 351.00 € 455.00 € 455.00 €

B B B

SUNNY MASK 615 1715 PCS 33017601601 33017601602 33017601603

600 x 1694 382.20 € 479.70 € 479.70 €

B B B

FLOREST MASK 465 1395 PCS 33018451301 33018451302 33018451303

450 x 1374 332.80 € 435.50 € 435.50 €

B B B

FLOREST MASK 465 1715 PCS 33018451601 33018451602 33018451603

450 x 1694 375.70 € 475.80 € 475.80 €

B B B

FLOREST MASK 615 1395 PCS 33018601301 33018601302 33018601303

600 x 1374 351.00 € 455.00 € 455.00 €

B B B

FLOREST MASK 615 1715 PCS 33018601601 33018601602 33018601603

600 x 1694 382.20 € 479.70 € 479.70 €

B B B
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ACCESSORIE / ACCESSORY 

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM WEISS

white
ANTHRACITE

anthracite
SAND
sandy

PLATINUM
platinum

ZEN

DANDY

TIME

ZEN MASK 465 1395 PCS 33019451301 33019451302 33019451303

450 x 1374 312.00 € 416.00 € 416.00 €

B B B

ZEN MASK 465 1715 PCS 33019451601 33019451602 33019451603

450 x 1694 351.00 € 455.00 € 455.00 €

B B B

ZEN MASK 615 1395 PCS 33019601301 33019601302 33019601303

600 x 1374 331.50 € 442.00 € 442.00 €

B B B

ZEN MASK 615 1715 PCS 33019601601 33019601602 33019601603

600 x 1694 357.50 € 466.70 € 466.70 €

B B B

DANDY MASK 465 1395 PCS 33020451301 33020451302 33020451303

450 x 1374 332.80 € 435.50 € 435.50 €

B B B

DANDY MASK 465 1715 PCS 33020451601 33020451602 33020451603

450 x 1694 375.70 € 475.80 € 475.80 €

B B B

DANDY MASK 615 1395 PCS 33020601301 33020601302 33020601303

600 x 1374 351.00 € 455.00 € 455.00 €

B B B

DANDY MASK 615 1715 PCS 33020601601 33020601602 33020601603

600 x 1694 382.20 € 479.70 € 479.70 €

B B B

TIME MASK 465 1395 PCS 33021451301

450 x 1374 296.40 €

B

TIME  MASK 465 1715 PCS 33021451601

450 x 1694 338.00 €

B

TIME  MASK 615 1395 PCS 33021601301

600 x 1374 318.50 €

B

TIME  MASK 615 1715 PCS 33021601601

600 x 1694 347.10 €

B
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ELEKTROHEIZSTAB / ELECTRIC HEATERS 

ELS

MODELL
Type

P 
(Watt) EM WEISS

white
CHROME
chrome

SCHWARZ
black

ILS 400W IPX5 KL.II  400 PCS 26005040001 26005040005 26005040006

130.00 € 139.00 € 139.00 €

A A A

ILS 600W IPX5 KL.II  600 PCS 26005060001 26005060005 26005040006

130.00 € 139.00 € 139.00 €

A A A

ILS 800W IPX5 KL.II 800 PCS 26005080001 26005080005 26005040006

130.00 € 139.00 € 139.00 €

A A A

ILS 1000W IPX5 KL.II 1000 PCS 26005100001 26005100005 26005040006

130.00 € 139.00 € 139.00 €

A A A

ELS 400W IPX5 KL.I 400 PCS 26006040001 26006040005 26006040006

113.00 € 126.00 € 126.00 €

A A A

ELS 600W IPX5 KL.I 600 PCS 26006060001 26006060005 26006040006

113.00 € 126.00 € 126.00 €

A A A

ELS 800W IPX5 KL.I 800 PCS 26006080001 26006080005 26006040006

113.00 € 126.00 € 126.00 €

A A A

ELS 1000W IPX5 KL.I 1000 PCS 26006100001 26006100005 26006040006

113.00 € 126.00 € 126.00 €

A A A

ILS
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MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM code preis versand code

WANDKONSOLE / WALL BRACKETS 

AUFHÄNGER / HANGERS 

FI22 PVC 4 SET  30 40 SET 35001002201 35001002202 35001002203 35001002204

FI20 PVC 4 SET 30 40 SET 35001002001 35001002002 35001002003 35001002004

27.30 € 32.50 € 32.50 € 32.50 €

A A A A

A LINIE PVC  3 SET 21 3,8 SET 35002408001 35002408002 35002408003 35002408004

22.10 € 27.30 € 27.30 € 27.30 €

A A A A

HANGER 2 SET 80 70 SET 33034306507 5.20 € A

MODELL
Type

A 
(mm)

H/H1
(mm) EM weiss anthracite sand platinum
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THERMOSTATVENTILE / THERMOSTATIC VALVES

VENTIL MITTE ECKFORM / VALVE MIDDLE ANGLE

TWINVALVE 1⁄2” TRV ANG VAL + BP CU/PEX 50 3⁄4” EK PCS 2800100101 2800100105

110.70 € 110.70 €

A A

VENTIL MITTE DURCHGANGSFORM / VALVE MIDDLE STRAIGHT

TWINVALVE 1⁄2” TRV STR VAL + BP CU/PEX 50 3⁄4” EK PCS 2800100201 2800100205

110.70 € 110.70 €

A A

VENTIL+RÜCKLAUFVENTIL SET ECKFORM - SET KOTNI / VALVE + LOCK SET ANGLE

TRV + LOCK 1⁄2” COAX VAL RH CU/PEX 3⁄4” EK “CORNER” SET 2800200101 2800200105

108.30 € 108.30 €

A A

VENTIL+RÜCKLAUFVENTIL SET DURCHGANGSFORM - SET RAVNI / VALVE + LOCK SET STRAIGHT 

TRV + LOCK 1⁄2” STR VAL CU/PEX 3/4 EK “CYLINDER” SET 2800200201 2800200205

95.30 € 95.30 €

A A

VENTIL+RÜCKLAUFVENTIL SET KOMBI ECKFORM / VALVE + LOCK SET KOMBI ANGLE 

TRV+LOCK 1⁄2” COMBI VAL LH CU/PEX 3/4 EK “CORNER COMBI” SET 2800400101 2800400105

138.20 € 138.20 €

A A

VENTIL MITTE KOMBI ECKFORM / VALVE MIDDLE KOMBI ANGLE

TWIN COMBI  1/2” TRV COMBI VAL LH CU/PEX 50 3/4” EK  SET 2800300105 2800300101

138.90 € 138.90 €

A A

VENTIL MIT TAUCHROHR ECKFORM - VALVE SUBMERSIBLE HOSE ANGLE 

ONE 1/2” TRV ANG VAL+BP CU/PEX 50 3/4” EK PCS 2800500101 2800500105

115.20 € 115.20 €

A A

THERMOSTATKOPF / THERMOSTATIC HEAD 

HEAD TRV + LIQUID SENS M30x1,5  PCS 2800600101 2800600105

19.00 € 37.60 €

A A

ADAPTER / ADAPTOR 

ADAPT 12 CU  3/4 EK SET 2800700105

7.00 €

A

ADAPTER / ADAPTOR 

ADAPT 15 CU  3/4 EK SET 2800700205

7.00 €

A

ADAPTER / ADAPTOR 

ADAPT 16x2 PEX/AL/PEX ADAPT 3⁄4” EK SET 2800700305

9.00 €

A

ADAPTER / ADAPTOR 

ADAPT 16x2 PEX ADAPT 3⁄4” EK  SET 2800700405

8.50 €

A

MODELL
Type EM WEISS

white
CHROME
chrome
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A. GENERAL
 
1. Basis of Contract

1.1 Our terms and conditions apply to all – including future – agreements, deliveries 
and services including consultations and any other support. Excluded are differing 
conditions of the customer. Agreements are binding only with our written 
confirmation.
 
1.2 Information contained in brochures, catalogues, circulars, advertisements, 
price lists or belonging to the offer documents, drawings, illustrations, technical 
data, weights, dimensions and performance are approximate industry standard, 
unless they are specially stated in the contract not to be. Any model changes or 
modifications are reserved.
 
1.3 The data on partner enterprises in our records are used exclusively for business 
purposes and are processed only in compliance with the General Data Protection 
Regulation (hereinafter referred to as: the Regulation) and the Personal Data 
Protection Act.
 
1.4 Allowed are partial deliveries, if they are reasonable for the customer and supplier.

1.5 There are never respected third parties rights. The assignment of rights and claims 
to third parties requires our prior written consent.

1.6 If any article of these terms and any further agreement is or becomes invalid, such 
invalidity shall not affect the rest of the articles and parties of the contract.

2. Prices

2.1 All prices are ex works based, without loading. For separate deliveries and 
deliveries under 2000, - € we add the shipping costs. Where necessary, we preserve 
the right to add additional expenses for packaging / transport protection, oversized 
weights, dimensions, lengths, height, angled and curved design products. 
 
2.2 Unless prices on the day of delivery are listed as present, calculated prices, the 
valid prices are those from the current price list. If there are significant cost increases, 
for example, wages, input material or freight, the preserve the right to adjust our 
prices appropriately according to influence of the increased costs.
 
3. Terms of payment

3.1 The invoices are to be paid, independently of the receipt of the goods and any 
defects within 30 days of the issue date of the invoice. All payments are always 
credited first to interest and costs and then to our oldest claims without regard to 
other dispositions of payment of the customer.
 
3.2 We do not permit the withholding of payments. Buyer is entitled to withhold 
the payment that it is based on the same contractual relationship. Withholding the 
payment is allowed only on a base of legally issued and confirmed claims. We allow 
cash discount only in case of exact fulfilment of all liabilities from past and present, 
including those from other contracts and for payments done on exact date.
 
3.3 In the event of late payments, we have the right to charge buyer for interest in 
accordance with the respective bank rates for short-term loans or at least 8%. Given 
points of above base rate are to be accepted without prejudice to any claims. The 
right to prove minor damage is allowed to the buyer.
 
3.4 Our claims are payable regardless of the duration of any changes or 
circumstances that are likely to reduce the creditworthiness of the customer. In case 
of credit problems of the buyer, without prejudice to other rights we may still execute 
outstanding deliveries against advance payment, as well - without withdrawing – 
prohibit the sale and use of reserved goods, revoke the authorization to sale our 
products and at the expense of the buyer return the goods. Returned goods can be 
used for sale and after deducting all expenses, the amount can be used for customer 
obligation closure.
 
3.5 Our claim for damages for non-performance is at least 30% of the customer 
purchase prices without claim of evidence or proof of a damage to the purchaser. 
Customer is entitled to prove lower damages if they are by significantly than the 
issues claim.

B. PROPERTY RIGHTS AND JURISDICTION
 
4. Ownership of the sold products and legal forms of the same

4.1 All our goods are reserved goods and remain our property until all our demands, 
including demands for balance and interests are fulfilled.
 
4.2 In case of processing, combining or mixing of the reserved goods with other 
goods ownership is a combination and proportion to total invoice value of the goods 
to the invoice value of other goods.

4.3 The Purchaser shall sell the reserved goods as ordinary business as long as he 
complies with the terms of payment and transfer the payments to us.
 
4.4 The right of reserved goods is incorporated also to the real estate values / 
ground or buildings / together with associated equipment for the business use by 
Purchaser or any other agreements of the same.
 
4.5 The claims to the Purchaser from the reserved goods, respecting and including 
all current accounts must be assigned as the value of the total reserved goods to us. 
With the resale of goods in which we have co-ownership, always there is to respect 
the transfer of amount in the height of our ownership.
 
4.6 The buyer may collect goods until revoked for any reason, especially for late 
payments, from the seller that is entitled to revoke the collection at any time. At our 
request, of the event of cancellation, buyer can inform his customers immediately 
and in case of direct transfer of payment on behalf of documentation, the goods 
can be collected. 
 
4.7 As far as damage, reduction, loss or destruction of reserved goods or for any 
other reason the claims to insurer or other third parties, the rights must be given in 
advance to us.
 
4.8 The customer is obliged to inform us immediately for seizure, confiscation, other 
disposals or interventions by third parties with respect to all the goods.

 
4.9 Rights from the reserved good remained in all the aforementioned forms until 
complete contingent of liabilities that we have made to the customer is resolved 
and fulfilled.
 
5. Place of performance and jurisdiction

5.1 The place of performance for our deliveries is considered Celje.
 
5.2 The sole jurisdiction, in any case if customer is a trader, directly or indirectly 
dealing with our goods, all the contract disputes arising from contract are resolved in 
Celje. However, we are also entitled to sue the buyer in its location.
 
5.3 The Slovenian law is applicable under the exclusion of the law on the International 
Sale of Goods.

C. DELIVERY, DEFECTS OF GOODS, WARRANTY

6. Delivery time

6.1 The delivery period is given only on an approximate base. Dates and deadlines 
apply to the notification of dispatch from us. Extend delivery terms without prejudice 
are allowed in the period during which the purchaser’s obligations – also from other 
contracts – do not meet the agreed terms. Partial deliveries are allowed any time.

6.2 When the delivery time for any orders are not meet by buyer – to take the ready 
goods - we are entitled to store the goods at the expense and risk of the buyer.

6.3 In case of delay of the buyer a compensation to us for each full week of delay 
a 0.5% of order value is applicable. In total, a maximum of 5% of the order value is 
allowed. 

6.4 Compensation claims by the buyer due to delayed delivery and claims for 
damages on performance of the goods the above article no.: 3 is excluded. This does 
not apply if liability is mandatory in cases of intent, gross negligence, or injury of life, 
body or health. Cancellation by the buyer in accordance with statutory provisions is 
possible only if we cause the delivery delay. A change of proof of determination of 
delay cause to the buyer is not connected with the above regulations.

6.5 The buyer is obliged at our request to declare within a reasonable period whether 
he will, due to the delay in delivery of the order insist on contract delivery or he will 
retreat from his order.

6.6 Delivery date - date for collection or delivery of goods - are to be collected 
immediately. Otherwise, we can store the goods at the expense and risk of the buyer. 
If the goods are not taken immediately, we are entitled to charge to the customer for 
each month a storage fee of 0.5% of the price of the ordered goods delivery for every 
week, but to the extent of a maximum of 5%. The proof of higher or lower storage 
costs to both parties is allowed.

6.7 All unforeseen and extraordinary events, in particular strikes, lockouts, the scrap 
of important working half materials, breakdowns and similar events that are not our 
responsibility, or of our suppliers, releases us for any claim or for any contractually 
agreed delivery obligations. However, we are obliged to provide to the buyer a 
notification when immediately the redelivery is possible again.

7. Transfer of risk and acceptance

7.1 The risk passes to the buyer when the goods have been shipped or picked up for 
shipment. Transport damages are to be confirmed by the carrier in writing receipt of 
the goods. Otherwise, we can reject the claims.
 
7.2 If the shipment is to the buyer reasons delayed, or if the buyer has otherwise 
failed to accept delivery, the risk shall pass to the buyer anyway.
 
7.3 The buyer shall and must wait and unload the shipment if informed of the same, 
otherwise we execute it at our decision. Unloading, stacking and storing will be done 
at the expense and risk of the buyer. Waiting times are charged at buyer expense. 
Transport damages are to be confirmed by the carrier in writing at the receipt of the 
goods.  The buyer cannot refuse to accept deliveries due to minor defects.
 
8. Defects, claims

8.1 If the delivered goods are subject to the warranty claim within warranty period, 
defect or the cause of which the goods has been damaged and claims has been 
checked and confirmed by us, will be solved by us. We can resolve claims of the 
goods to our option by repair - where two attempts are agreed - or by replacement. 
Warranty obligations shall be settled by replacing the defective product, which must 
be returned for testing accompanied by description of the defect or the foreseen 
defect. Any reimbursement of costs, damages or indemnities are excluded. We do 
the resolvement within a reasonable period, which is for the first solution within the 
length of the original delivery time. This is respected as reasonable.

8.2 The warranty period is 1 to 5 years, depending on the product. This does not 
apply if the law considers longer periods as well as in cases of injury of life, body or 
health, intentional or grossly negligent at normal use of goods.
 
8.3 Defects or claims must be reported immediately in writing by the buyer, latest 
within 8 days after goods reception.
 
8.4 The buyer may withhold payments only if a complaint is made, of which the 
justification there can be no doubt and we have confirmed it. Payments may be 
withheld only to the extent that is reasonable in relation to the defects occurred. If 
we did not confirm the complaint, we are entitled to demand all the arising costs 
from the subjects from the buyer.
 
8.5 It is appropriate to grant us the opportunity to react within a reasonable time. If 
the buyer or our authorized agent has not enough time or opportunity to inform us, 
or he made permission for replacement or repairs on his own, we are excluded from 
liability and costs. 
Confirmed scope of repair work from us are in any case prior to their execution 
agreed with us. The costs covered by us in the repair or replacement of the goods 
are replacement goods, including shipping, and the reasonable cost of removal and 
reinstallation.
Excluded cost are cost increases that are based on delivery of goods to a place 
other than the place of delivery (shipping address). Furthermore, the buyer 
shall pay these additional costs. We confirm that no liability for damages arising 

GENERAL BUSINESS AND DELIVERY 
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from the following reasons will be covered: inappropriate or improper use, faulty 
installation or commissioning by the buyer or third parties, natural wear and tear, 
faulty or negligent treatment, unsuitable equipment and replacement materials, 
defective construction work, unsuitable foundations, chemical, electrochemical or 
electrical influences, considering they are not due to our fault. The same applies 
to modifications or repairs undertaken by the buyer or third parties that are made 
improperly, without our prior agreement.

8.6 If we are unwilling or unable to repair or replace the goods, especially if this is 
delayed beyond a reasonable period for reasons that we are responsible for, the 
buyer has the right to withdraw from the contract or at least to reduce his obligation 
to us for appropriate value.

8.7 The warranty does not include minor deviation from the agreed quality, of only 
minor impairment of usability, or natural wear and tear.

8.8 Excluded are also claims arising out of the purpose of performance, particularly 
transport, travel, labour and material costs, unless the expenses are agreed upfront 
and the exact use of goods is in accordance with its intended use.
 
9. Compensation claims

9.1 Excluded are any damages and repayments of expenses from warranty claims by 
the buyer, for whatever legal reason, if the defect has been occurred by inappropriate, 
un allowed use or even out of obligation performance lackage from the buyer. 
 
9.2 This does not apply, when mandatory liability applies, f.e. EU Product Liability 
Law, in case of intent, gross negligence or injury of life, body or health, or not 
respecting of essential contractual obligations. In the event of not respecting the 
essential contractual obligation of contract, the claim for damages are limited to 
the typical, foreseeable damage, unless caused by intent or gross negligence or life 
hazardous actions and health liability.
9.3 These damages / compensation of expenses claimed by the buyer shall elapse 
with legal limitations for defects claims on our goods. Claims for damages under the 
EU Product Liability Law, the law conditions are valid to apply.
 
9.4 The exclusion of compensation claims covers also consequential damage 
resulting from faulty software and data sets.

D. GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USING BIAL WEBSITES
 
10. Presentation 

10.1 www.bial.si, www.everythinginplace.eu, www.boilermanifold.com, are websites 
under management of the company BIAL, d.o.o., Trnoveljska cesta 2G, SI-3000 Celje, 
Slovenia. 
10.2 The data collected on these websites about activities, sales programme, product 
description and third parties were prepared precisely and diligently. Nevertheless, 
there is a possibility that errors occurred while entering the content or on the 
website, for which we apologise to the visitors of the website. 

10.3 If you notice an error, we kindly ask that you draw our attention to it at the e-mail 
address info@bial.si.

11. Table of Content

11.1 All content located on the website is of informative nature and is intended for 
information purposes only. The website owner undertakes to do everything in his 
power to ensure that the information on the website is true, reliable and of high 
quality. However, by doing so, it does not make him responsible for any typing errors 
and for the delays and shortcomings in entering up-to-date information.

12. Inquiries / Orders

12.1 An inquiry/order may be submitted via the internet, namely every day from 12 
AM to 12 PM.

12.2 The time to process, transfer and deliver the consignment is specified for each 
individual product by a delivery code (A, B, C), which is listed in the BIAL product 
price list. Orders received on a Saturday, Sunday or on a national holiday shall be 
processed the first following business day.

13. Procedure of making an inquiry/purchase

13.1 To make an inquiry/purchase in our online store www.bial.si or www.
everythinginplace.eu or www.boilermanifold.com, is simple and comfortable. The 
inquiry and purchase, and the display of products are simple, as you can use the 
configurator to find the product you want.

13.2 When you select a product you are inquiring about, click “Continue” and 
continue your inquiry/purchase with Step 2. When your inquiry/order contains the 
desired number of items, fill out the form for inquiry/purchase.

13.3 BIAL shall consider received inquiries/orders as irrevocable. With each inquiry/
order, you will receive confirmation of the inquiry/order by e-mail, or a notice that 
the inquiry/order is being processed. In the event of an error during purchase, the 
customer can simply edit, replace the item or cancel the inquiry/purchase.

13.4 It is possible to pay through a pro-forma invoice after the offer was issued by 
BIAL or its partner.

13.5 Purchase process steps:

Step 1 > Selection of products in the configurator. Select the product you wish to 
purchase in the configurator and click “Continue” purchase.
Step 2 > Review of ordered products and the option of adding after-sales services
Step 3 > Entry of data on the customer - payer and the confirmation of the inquiry/
order
Step 4 > Confirmation of a successfully submitted inquiry/order shall be received at 
the registered e-mail address.

13.6 Payment methods. The provider enables the following payment methods; 
Payment by pro forma invoice (The customer is sent an offer through the electronic 
message through which the customer settles his purchase. We shall deliver the 
ordered goods immediately after we receive the transfer to our bank account.)

14. Prices

14.1 All prices in the online store are in euros and include VAT (value added tax). 
Current prices apply to all orders. When purchasing, we will consider the price valid 

at the time of the payment confirmation.

14.2 Currently quoted product prices apply, which can be changed without prior 
notice.

15. Delivery of goods

15.1 If the customer and BIAL also agree on the deliver of goods during the sales 
process, the latter shall be delivered by a package delivery of the Post Office or any 
other company engaged in package delivery. 

15.2 Personal takeover; you may also take over the goods in person at the address 
of our company: BIAL, d.o.o., Trnoveljska cesta 2G SI-3000 Celje. Personal takeover 
is possible during the working hours of the company. In addition to the takeover 
of ordered goods at the delivery point, you may also take advantage of talking to 
our experts who shall be happy to advise you on all your questions in the field of 
installation, use and other information.

15.3 Withdrawal from the purchase and the return of goods; in compliance with 
Article 43 of the Consumer Protection Act, the customer may, within 14 days of 
receipt of the goods, inform the supplier of the withdrawal from the contract or 
order in writing, namely to the e-mail address info@bial.si . The customer has the 
right within 14 days of receipt of goods to inform the company of the withdrawal 
from the contract without being required to state a reason for its decision. It is 
considered that the notice of withdrawal from the order is timely if it is sent in writing 
within 14 days following the receipt of goods. The only cost charged to the consumer 
in respect of withdrawal from the contract, is the direct cost of returning the goods. 
The latter must be returned to the company no later than within 14 days following 
the receipt of the goods.

15.4 In case of withdrawal from the contract, the company shall return all payments 
received immediately or no later than within 14 days after receipt of the notice of 
withdrawal from the contract. A company shall return received payments using the 
same payment method as used by the consumer, unless the consumer explicitly 
requested the use of another means of payment and if the consumer does not bear 
any costs due to this.

15.5 Upon return of the goods it is mandatory to also attach a copy of the original 
invoice. The form for return of goods can be downloaded at the following link: Return 
form
15.6 Address for returning the goods: BIAL, d.o.o., Trnoveljska cesta 2G, SI-3000 
Celje, Slovenia.

16. Warranty and complaints and return/replacement of products

16.1 All products are inspected prior to shipping and are shipped undamaged. Your 
products shall be packed carefully in a delivery box in order to get to you undamaged 
and in original packaging.

16.2 The customer can lodge a complaint about the goods if the goods do not have 
the properties that the seller promised explicitly, if the seller sent the wrong products, 
in the wrong quantity, colour or they otherwise differ from the customer’s order.

16.3 In case of complaint, the customer may, in accordance with statutory restrictions, 
require the replacement of the item, its repair or refund of the purchase price. In 
the latter case, the seller reserves the right to charge rent according to the current 
price list, for the time that the customer was using the goods, but not exceeding 
the amount, for which the item’s market value has been reduced, at the time of and 
due to its use.

16.4 The customer may return the goods under a complaint by delivering it 
personally, or at the expense of the seller and upon prior agreement with the seller 
returning it by mail to the seller’s address.

16.5 In compliance with Article 37 of the Consumer Protection Act, the customer is 
entitled, in the event of a defect in the product to require the company to replace 
the defective product with a new flawless product or to refund the amount paid or 
to remedy the defect on the product or return part of the amount paid in proportion 
to the defect.

16.6 The time limit to replace the products is 14 days. The replacement of products is 
possible only upon submission of an invoice or copies of the invoice.

17. Material defects

17.1 The consumer may exercise their rights in terms of material defect, if they inform 
the seller of the defect within two months from the day the defect was discovered. In 
the notification of defect, the consumer must describe the defect in detail and enable 
the seller to examine the product. The notification of defect can be communicated 
by the consumer to the seller in person, whereof the seller must issue a certification, 
or send it to the store where the product was purchased, or to the seller’s agent with 
whom the contract was concluded.

17.2 The seller is not liable for material defects on goods that appear after two years 
have elapsed since the product was delivered. It is considered that the defect on the 
item existed at the time of delivery if it occurred within six months of the delivery. 
The consumer’s rights referred to in the first paragraph are subject to extinction 
after the lapse of two years from the date on which the seller was informed of the 
material defect.
18. Dispute settlement

18.1 The court in Celje has jurisdiction to resolve any disputes arising.

18.2 Out-of-court settlement of disputes; in compliance with general terms and 
conditions of use of electronic communications services, the company BIAL does 
not recognise any provided of out-of-court dispute settlement to be competent for 
settling a consumer dispute, which was initiated by a private user in compliance with 
the Out-of-Court Resolution of Consumer Disputes Act.

18.3 On its website BIAL publishes an electronic link to the platform for online 
settlement of consumer disputes (SRPS). The platform is available at the electronic 
link http://ec.europa.eu/odr 

18.4 The regulation arises from the Out-of-Court Resolution of Consumer Disputes 
Act and the Regulation (EU) No. 524/2013 of the European Parliament and of the 
Council on online dispute resolution for consumer disputes.
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19. Security

19.1 Privacy and protection of data; BIAL undertakes to protect your privacy. All 
personal information of the online store user is confidential and will in no case be 
forwarded to unauthorised persons.

19.2 You can visit most of the pages in our online store without having to disclose 
your personal information, such as your name, address and e-mail address. 
Nevertheless, some information is obtained automatically by using cookies and web 
beacons (“pixel tags”), standard tools in the web industry. The use of cookies and 
web beacons allows us to recognise your IP address, type of browser you are using, 
and your general activity online.

19.3 For inquiries/purchase in our online store we need your personal information. 
The information that you provide to us shall not be disclosed to third parties, except 
for the purposes of confirmation of validity of the purchase with a payment card, 
delivery of products, marketing and promotion. BIAL implements all necessary 
measures to protect the confidentiality of personal data.

19.4 You can view, edit, or delete your personal information, and you can also 
unsubscribe from receiving news. Please send an e-mail saying you do not want to 
receive news, to the address info@bial.si.
19.5 The user himself or herself is also responsible for the protection of personal 
data, namely by ensuring the security of their user name and password, and the 
appropriate software (antivirus) protection of their computer.

19.6 Use of cookies; on the website we use cookie technology, which enables us to 
track users’ paths through the website, registration of user activities on this site, and 
to evaluate and improve the website in order to make it as user-friendly as possible. 
You can set up your web browser by turning off the cookie option, or by alerting you 
when cookies are sent.

19.7 We provide consent notification on the website and we inform the user about 
the options of cookie settings accordingly. Without express consent we do not use 
cookies on the website which requires user consent for installation. We provide the 
possibility of subsequent changes to the user’s consent by keeping the notice in a 
visible place on the website.

19.8 Types of cookies, their purpose and duration; cookies are small files uploaded to 
your computer. The website uses cookies, which are defined hereinafter: 

19.9 All browsers enable control over cookies. Access to cookies settings in a 
selected browser is described below:
• Microsoft Internet Explorer: Start button > Internet Explorer > Tools > Internet 
Options > Privacy > Settings
• Mozilla Firefox: Firefox menu > Preferences > Privacy 
• Google Chrome: Chrome menu > Settings > Show advanced settings > Privacy > 
Content settings > Cookies
• Apple Safari: Safari > Preferences > Security
• Opera: Opera > Preferences > Advanced > Network

19.10 In the event that you upgrade your browser or device with a new version, the 
cookie setting must be re-edited. 

19.11 Temporary disablement of web cookies; the fastest and easiest way to prevent 
online cookies from being stored on all web browsers is to use the “private window”. 
Private browsing namely allows us to visit the web without the web browser storing 
any information about the pages we have visited.

19.12 Personal data/user data; personal data is any data that relates to an individual: 
name, surname, age, address, e-mail address, telephone number and similar 
information.

19.13 The information provided to the website owner via the website will be used 
exclusively by the website owner for the purpose of promotion or the activity of the 
BIAL company. 

19.14 In accordance with the nature of such information, the website owner is making 
its best effort to ensure the secure collection, transmission and storage of personal 
data. The website owner shall not forward your personal information to third parties, 
either legal entities or natural persons other than the companies that ensure the 
functioning of websites. You can exercise the right of access, to rectification or 
revocation of authorisation to use your personal data at any time.

19.15 The website also contains links to third-party websites. BIAL assumes no 
responsibility for respecting privacy and content on these websites or pages.

19.16 Controller; data controller within the meaning as defined by the EU General 
Data Protection Regulation and applicable law regulating personal data protection - 
GDPR, is: BIAL, d.o.o., Trnoveljska cesta 2G SI-3000 Celje, e-mail: info@bial.si 

19.17 Personal data processing; personal data is also processed by our processors, 
which are trustworthy companies that are registered for their activity and ensure the 
adequate level of personal data protection. The processors process your personal 
data according to our instructions and solely on our behalf.

19.18 The processing of personal data means any activity performed in connection 
with personal data, in particular the collection, acquisition, subscription, editing, 
storage and adjustment or modification, recall, insight, use, disclosure by 
transmission, communication, dissemination or other making available, classification 
or association, blocking, anonymisation, deletion or destruction. The processing may 
be manual or automated.

19.20 The type, base and method of processing your personal data in particularly 
depends on the purpose for which your data is processed.

20. Processing of personal data for information purposes

20.1 The consent to receive electronic news on current content and other events of 
our company applies until revoked and includes:

• using data to send periodical e-News on current news 
• promotion of discounted items and the offer of special benefits
• presentation of new products and solutions
• using data to periodically send other content, such as event reports (fairs, 
invitations ... etc.)

21. Privacy policy

21.1 In certain places of the websites www.bial.si and www.everythinginplace.eu and 
www.boilermanifold.com, the company BIAL collects some personal data of users, 
exclusively at that time when users themselves allow or consent to it through various 
contact forms on the website.

21.2 By completing the application form for e-News, users agree to sign up to receive 
e-News.

21.3 The company diligently protects user’s personal data, which means that:
• it shall not abuse the personal data of users in any way
• personal data shall not be forwarded to unauthorised third parties
• users may at any time unsubscribe from receiving any e-mails of the company

22. Time of retention of personal data

22.1 The company stores the obtained personal data for as long as necessary for 
the purposes of sending the contents to which you applied or subscribed, or until 
revocation of retention of personal data by the user. The user may at any time by 
written notice to the company’s address or via e-mail info@bial.si request that the 
company permanently or temporarily ceases to use his or her personal data for the 
purpose of direct marketing. 
23. Your rights

23.1 A person may at any time unsubscribe from receiving news, namely by clicking 
on the marked link in the received e-mail. A person may at any time request from 
the data controller to permanently or temporarily discontinue the use of its personal 
data for the above stated purposes. Such request may at any time be addressed to 
the e-mail address info@bial.si, and specifies in detail which consents they wish to 
revoke.

23.2 In addition, they also have the following rights:
• the right of access to their personal data collected that concern him or her, 
whereby the controller may use all reasonable means to verify the identity of the 
individual whose personal data are these, in particular, in the event of online services 
and web identifiers
• the right to rectification of inaccurate personal data collected that concern him or 
her, whereby the controller may use all reasonable means to verify the identity of the 
individual whose personal data these are, in particular, in the event of online services 
and web identifiers
• the right to be “forgotten”, thus the deletion of all data if the requirements under 
Article 17 of the General Data Protection Regulation are met
• the right to lodge an appeal against the data controller with the supervisory 
authority if he or she considers that the processing of his or her personal data is in 
breach of the General Data Protection Regulation.
24. Procedure for exercising rights

24.1 All of the above stated requirements regarding the exercise of rights in 
connection with personal data can be addressed in writing to the controller at the 
e-mail address info@bial.si.

24.2 The controller may for the needs of reliable identification, in case of exercising 
rights related to personal data, request additional information from the user, and 
may refuse to act only if it proves that the user cannot be reliably identified.

24.3 The controller must respond to the user’s request by which he or she exercises 
his or her rights related to the above stated personal data, without undue delay and 
no later than one month after the receipt of the request.

25. Copyrights, industrial property and intellectual property
25.1 The design of this website and all its content are protected by industrial and 
intellectual property rights. The information, texts, images or other graphical 
elements that can be found on this website, may be used solely for your personal, 
non-commercial use and you may not, in whole or in part, reproduce, modify, 
distribute, license or issue it in a form of publications for whatever purpose, other 
than viewing, without prior written consent of the owner.
26. Notice on copyrights, industrial property and intellectual property

26.1 Presentation and all content of this website (including the website code) 
is protected by industrial and intellectual property rights. The information, text, 
images, code and graphic material contained in this site may only be used for private, 
non-commercial use and may not be reproduced, altered, transmitted, approved or 
published in whole or in any part thereof for whatever purpose without prior written 
consent of the company of the website owner, except for viewing purposes.

26.1 Limiting the use of images on websites; the website owner takes into account 
the nature of the Internet as a media for the exchange of information and allows 
individuals to reproduce images from the owner’s website based on a request sent 
to the website administrator to the e-mail address info@bial.si 

27. Limitation of responsibility

27.1 The website owner expressly disclaims any liability for any direct, indirect, 
incidental, consequential or other damage that may arise as a result of or is in any 
way related to your access to or use of the owner’s website, including, but not limited 
to any loss or damage, resulting from the operation of computer viruses or your 
reliance on information obtained through the owner’s website.

28. Updating the terms of use, publishing changes

28.1 The website owner reserves the right to change the general terms and conditions 
without prior notice. Changes begin to apply immediately when published.

28.2 Any changes to our personal data protection policy will be published in this 
personal data protection statement, and major changes also on the entry page of 
our websites and other relevant sites.

28.3 Contact: BIAL, d.o.o., Trnoveljska cesta 2G, SI-3000 Celje, Slovenia, e-mail: info@
bial.si 
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